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Product data sheet

Issue date:

Tuft Tris pockets system mop

Microfibre, cotton and polyester floor mop, woven with knotted tufting 
system, internal looped end and external cut end, polyester support with 
pockets

Technical information
code notes cm (comm. sizes) cm (real sizes) pcs kg m³

00SP110CM   40   14  45   14 25 4,64 0,027
00SP120CM   50   16  54,5   14 25 6,18 0,036

SYSTEM

Flat mopping system with pockets, to be used either pre-soaked, soaked on demand 
with soaking station or with handles with tank
Ideal for any surface and kind of dirt thanks to the combination of the 3 fibres: 
cotton for its absorption power, microfibre for its dirt collecting power and polyester 
for greasy dirt and low friction

G R E E N   B O X

DECITEX of the fibres
Microfibre: 0,20 DTX

Efficient: microfibre requires less chemical to remove dirt and bacteria, reducing 
water and chemical consumption
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Advantages
• Efficient: the tufting system bonds fibres to the support, granting a long life cycle to the mop
• Increased resistance: the double stitching at the points of greatest effort ensures a longer life to frequent use 

and washing
• Maximum absorption: the thick weave of the yarn ensures large floor coverage, saving water and detergent
• Multipurpose the combination of different fibres allows making many operations with one single mop
• Highest hygiene: microfibre penetrates into the microporosity of the floor, collecting dirt and more than 95% of 

bacteria
• High-performance: the cleaning solution is evenly distributed on the floor, making cleaning easier
• Easy: mop changing is easy and quickly
• Touch-free: the detaching system avoids any contact with the dirt
• Long durability: pocket mops last twice as much as strap tape mops

Material
White yarn: microfibre (80% polyester, 20% polyamide) - Beige yarn: 70% cotton, 30% polyester - Grey yarn: 70% 
polyester, 30% cotton - Support: polyester

Washing conditions

Guidelines for proper fibre maintenance
Follow the washing instructions (temperatures and dosage) on the laundry detergent packaging
Perform a pre-wash in cold water without laundry detergent to remove any residual product used during cleaning 
operations
Recommended use of professional textile laundry detergent
Do not use fabric softener
Do not use laundry detergents with Ph> 11
The use of laundry nets is recommended to speed up and make laundry operations more hygienic

Specific mop instructions

Washing temperature max 95 ° C, recommended 60 °

Bleaching possible, do not use chlorine

Do not tumble dry or in a dryer
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Related products

Wet Disinfection frame Blik frame

Action Pro Tec Tec wringer

BIO Blik Basic

Product options

Pockets system Tris flat mop
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